With 7-color UltraChrome™ inks, 2880 x 1440 dpi resolution, and ultra-fine 4-picoliter ink droplets, the large-format EPSON Stylus® Photo 2200 delivers remarkable archival photos that last up to 75 years. It even offers true borderless photo printing in six popular sizes, plus PRINT Image Matching™ technology for the best quality photos from PRINT Image Matching-enabled digital cameras.

The first desktop photo printer to use seven pigment inks, the EPSON Stylus Photo 2200 provides the highest quality output available from any pigment-based ink jet. And, with its innovative ink system design, complete with individual ink cartridges, it ensures the deepest, darkest blacks for prints and enlargements on both glossy and matte paper. By exchanging the Photo Black ink and optional Matte Black ink cartridges, users can optimize their black ink coverage based on the corresponding paper.

Perfect for portrait or fine art photographers who need archival images, this high-speed ink jet makes it easy for anyone to create long-lasting photos and artwork on a variety of media up to 13" x 44". A power-packed performer, the EPSON Stylus Photo 2200 comes with an easy-to-use roll paper holder and automatic cutter for a quick, simple way to create borderless 4" x 6" photos. It also includes high-speed USB and FireWire® IEEE 1394 connectivity, and a convenient Parallel port.

Key Features
- Innovative ink system with 7-color UltraChrome™ inks and individual ink cartridges
- Delivers archival results with a lightfastness rating of up to 75 years for color prints, and up to 100 years for black and white prints, ideal for portraits and enlargements*
- 2880 x 1440 dpi resolution with ultra-fine 4-picoliter ink droplets
- Provides exceptional detail and control for brilliant clarity and color
- True borderless photo printing
- Prints borderless snapshots on six popular photo and paper sizes
- Interchangeable Photo and Matte Black inks
- Creates the deepest, darkest blacks on glossy and matte paper respectively, using custom ink formulas
- PRINT Image Matching technology
- Works perfectly with PRINT Image Matching-enabled digital cameras to produce the best quality prints possible
- Roll paper holder and automatic cutter
- Makes it easy to quickly create a multitude of borderless 4" x 6" photos
- Fast USB and FireWire IEEE1394 connectivity, plus convenient Parallel port

Dates
- Launch: May 24, 2002
- Product Ship: June 24, 2002
- Ad Embargo: July 14, 2002
- NDA: April 25, 2002
### Packaging Specifications

**EPSON Stylus Photo 2200**
- Single carton dimensions: 29.20" x 25.77" x 12.80" (L x W x H)
- Single carton weight: 44.2 lb
- Container: 20
- 11 pallets, 132 units

**Black Ink Cartridge**
- Single carton dimensions: 4.07 lb
- Container: 132 units

**Color Ink Cartridges**
- Single carton dimensions: 4.07 lb
- Container: 132 units